IT labs for top certification programs — no hardware investment

The trend toward demonstrating skills using IT certification is growing. It’s increasingly important for students to have access to costly equipment and time to practice their skills in preparation for the certification exams. Practice Labs helps your students build hands-on skills without licensing fees or a hardware investment. By combining real equipment and pre-configured hardware layouts with integrated courseware — step-by-step instructions and a simple, convenient web browser interface — Practice Labs has built a safe, engaging environment for developing the practical skills needed to pass the certification exam.

Practice Labs fit easily into your curriculum and your student’s study plan

- Available anytime, anywhere on any device
- Connect to real equipment, absolutely no simulators
- Access to the latest industry technologies
- Hundreds of topics available — with unified access from a single web browser interface — for Cisco, CompTIA, Microsoft and VMware
- Exam-based practical tasks
- No hardware or licensing costs
- ‘Break’ and ‘Reset’ functionalities
Lab courseware

Lab guides are complete and thorough, covering a range of topics from basic through advanced concepts, with each topic containing a set of configuration or administration instructions; showing the user how to achieve the expected result. Courses contain the steps and access to pre-configured equipment, allowing users to bypass configuring a set of prerequisites and simply start on the topic they choose. This approach clears distractions and allows users to focus completely on the lesson topic rather than working on set-up requirements before beginning a task.

Whether employed as part of a self-study regimen, integrated into classroom study or used for test preparation, Practice Labs offers students and instructors a bridge over the critical gap between theory and application. All you need is a standard web browser.

Ready to get started?

For more information about Practice Labs or other training and certification products we offer, please visit PearsonVUE.com/gov/learning or contact Christopher Bloor at Christopher.Bloor@Pearson.com or 866.377.9837.

For more information about implementing a test center location, please contact Rodrigo Rampazzo at Rodrigo.Rampazzo@Pearson.com or 952.681.4769.